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The following is an edited extract from a paper that describes the model that was devel-

oped to estimate excess mortality for WHO. The full paper (which has been submitted for

publication) will be available shortly.

For a small number of countries for which national all-cause mortality (ACM) data are

not available (Argentina, China, India, Indonesia and Turkey) we instead have ACM data

from subregions, with the number of regions with data potentially changing over time. For

other countries we obtain national annual ACM data only, while for China we have sub-

national monthly and national annual data. In this section we describe the models we use

in these situations. For the subnational scenario we construct a statistical model building

on, and expanding, a method previously proposed by Karlinsky (2022) that is based on a

proportionality assumption.

For Turkey we have subnational monthly data over the complete two years of the pan-

demic, while for Indonesia we have monthly subnational data for 2020 and for the first six

month of 2021. Argentina has observed data for 2020 and subnational monthly data for 2021.

For India we have data from up to 17 states and union territories (from now on, states) over

the pandemic period (out of 36), but this number varies by month.
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We consider the most complex subnational scenario in which the number of regions with

monthly data varies by month, using India as an example. For India, we use a variety of

sources for registered number of deaths at the state and union-territory level. The informa-

tion was either reported directly by the states through official reports and automatic vital

registration, or by journalists who obtained death registration information through Right To

Information requests (the Supplementary Materials of the full paper, contains full details).

We stress that for India the global predictive covariate model is not used and so the estimates

of excess mortality are based on data from India only.

We assume in total that there are up to K regions that contribute data at any time. We

develop the model for a generic country. For the historic data in month t we have total death

counts along with counts over regions, which we denote as Yt,k, k ∈ Kt, so that in period t,

|Kt| is the number of regions that provide data with k ∈ Kt being the indices of these areas

from 1, . . . , K. We let region 0 denote all other regions, which are not observed in pandemic

times, and St = {0, Kt} at time t. To motivate our model, we assume, in month t:

Yt,k|λt,k ∼ Poisson(Nt,kλt,k), k ∈ St,

where Nt,k is the population size, and λt,k is the rate of mortality. Hence,

Yt,+|λt,k, k ∈ St ∼ Poisson

(∑
k∈St

Nt,kλt,k

)
.

If we condition on the total deaths, we obtain,

Y t|pt ∼ Multinomial|St|(Yt,+,pt),

with pt = {pt,k, k ∈ St}, with

pt,k = Pr( death in region k | month t, death ) =
Nt,kλt,k
Nt,+λt,+

,

Our method hinges on this ratio being approximately constant over time. If, over all regions,

there are significant changes in the proportions of deaths in the regions as compared to the

national total, or large changes in the populations within the regions over time, then the

approach will be imprecise. We stress that it is overall deviations for the totality of states

that are important – some states may have a greater proportion of deaths during pandemic

months, but others may have a smaller proportion. Of course, in practice we do not know
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for sure whether the assumption remains reasonable over the pandemic. To address this, we

carry out extensive sensitivity (for example, we remove different subsets of states and run

the model) and cross-validation analyses – these are fully reported in the Supplementary

Materials.

We model the monthly probabilities as,

log

(
pt,k

pt,Kt+1

)
= αk + et, k ∈ St, (1)

where the αk parameters are unrestricted and et ∼ N(0, σ2
ε ), and we examine the size and

temporal structure of the error terms et, to assess the proportionality assumption, at least

over the available pre-pandemic period.

To specify the model, we take a multinomial with a total number of categories that

corresponds to all regions that appear in the data, K, and specify the likelihood over all

months by exploiting the property that a multinomial collapsed over a subset of cells is also

multinomial. Hence, in year t we have a multinomial with |Kt|+1 categories with constituent

probabilities constructed from the full set of K + 1 probabilities.

To derive the predictive distribution for the total deaths in the pandemic, we abuse

notation and let Yt,1 denote the total number of observed subnational deaths at time t, and

Yt,2 the total number of unobserved subnational deaths at time t, with Yt,+ = Yt,1+Yt,2 being

the total (national) number of deaths at time t. Hence, at time t,

Yt,1|pt, Yt,+ ∼ Binomial(Yt,+, pt),

where pt =
∑

k∈Kt
pt,k. In order to fit the multinomial model in a Bayesian framework

and predict the total number of deaths in 2020–2021, we need to specify a prior for Yt,2

or, equivalently, for Yt,+, where t indexes months in this period. We will use the prior

p(Yt,+) ∝ 1/Yt,+, which is a common non-informative prior for a binomial sample size (Link,

2013), and has the desirable property that the posterior mean for Yt,2, conditional on pt,

is E[Yt,2|pt] = Yt,1(1 − pt)/pt, i.e., of the same form as the simple frequentist “obvious”

estimator, which leads to the naive estimate of the ACM, Yt,1 + Ŷt,2 = Yt,1/pt.

To give more details for implementation we will use a general result. Suppose

Yt,1|Yt,+, pt ∼ Binomial(Yt,+, pt)

p(Yt,+) ∝ 1/Yt,+,
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so that, in particular, the marginal distribution of Y+t does not depend on pt. Then, the

posterior for the missing ACM count, conditional on pt, is

Yt,+|Yt,1, pt ∼ Yt,1 + NegBin(Yt,+, 1− pt),

or, equivalently,

Yt,+ − Yt,1|Yt,1, pt ∼ NegBin(Yt,1, 1− pt).

This links to one of the usual motivations for a negative binomial (the number of trials until

we observe a certain fixed number of events) — making inference for the number of total

deaths it takes to produce Yt,1 deaths in the sub-regions. We implement this model in Stan.

In the Supplementary Materials we detail a simulation study that validates the method in

the situation in which the missing data follow the assumed form.
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